Kurt Kendis

An international economist with 35 years experience in
multinational financial services organizations, Kurt Kendis has
worked as a strategist, analyst, and consultant for boards, senior
managers, and executives worldwide. With a background in
academia, he is currently Managing Director at The Banking Group.
His subject matter expertise is global strategic management,
restructuring, multinational risk, board development, and capacity
building in emerging markets. Mr. Kendis has developed a unique
approach to problem-solving, where actual data is used to project
alternative scenarios for senior managers’ consideration.
For global organizations -- all with an emphasis on emerging
markets -- Mr. Kendis applies Dynamic Scenario Analysis to
restructuring, planning and risk management. His projects include
individual coaching, on-site data gathering and analysis, and the
synthesis of alternative choices into policy recommendations and
seminars. Mr. Kendis is recognized world-wide for his ability to
manage this process across large multinational groups and in
multiple languages and venues.
Recently Mr. Kendis's engagements have been global. Work in
Latin America, Africa, Asia and the subcontinent has expanded to
Central Banks and accountancy firms as well as local and global
banks. The new regulatory and accounting environment
surrounding Basel III has been the focus of his work with Boards.
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Mr. Kendis has assumed a new role for his corporate customers in
their Senior Management and Board Development—that of
aggregator. His activity is research based. He combines research
and modeling to assist senior executives’ decision making. He has
advised boards of directors and trustees of corporations, while
continuing executive coaching in strategy, governance, and risk.
Examples of 2007-2014 engagements
New York
London
Johannesburg
Vietnam
Cartagena
Lagos
Sao Paolo
Ankara, Turkey
Switzerland
Jakarta
Hong Kong
Wharton School
Panama
Nusa Dua, Bali
Miami
Bahrain
Bangkok
Vietnam
Singapore
Istanbul

Review Of Basel III implementation issues for Central Banks
Consulting engagement restructuring bank risk analysis
Multinational Strategic Banker Seminar
Restructuring of Export Import Bank
Bank Risk Management seminar for regional bankers
Bank Directors Governance roundtable
Strategy sessions for a major local bank
Strategic Planning project for a local private bank
Management development project for a logistics firm
Senior management development project for a local bank
Simulation based seminar for bank financial controllers
Advanced Risk Management Seminar for International bankers
Open seminar for local bankers
Multicultural Strategic Banker seminar
Working session with Latin American bank CEO’s
Partner training for a major international accounting firm
Seminar for senior supervisory staff at the central bank
Seminars in Hanoi and HCMC for Bank CEO’s
Scenario Planning for Internet Security issues in Banks
Hybrid Capital Analysis project for International Bankers

